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Abstract

During the nucleation of mineral crystals, the particles (atoms and molecules) will be
ordered in a crystal lattice and mineral surfaces will develop. The interfacial energy plays
important roles in mineral nucleation. The surface energy can be influenced by many factors
including temperature, solution chemistry, ion absorptions, and shape/size of nuclei. Previous
research studied the effect of solution stoichiometry on the surface energy between
nesquehonite and aqueous solution, which strongly relied on simple assumptions (including
shape factors). Our research has sought to provide direct observations and quantify modeling
on some of these factors affecting the nucleation of nesquehonite. About 72 nesquehonite
nucleation experiments were conducted in aqueous solutions, all of which have been adjusted
to similar Mg2+/CO32-activity ratios (i.e. log (a Mg2+/a CO32-)) ranging between -0.28 and 1.53
but having different saturation states. In these experiments, the induction time is calculated
using a new turbidity method, and the induction time correlates with the saturation state which
is consistent with the classical nucleation theory (CNT). The calculated surface energy is
found to be correlated with log activity ratios, suggesting the control of solution chemistry. In
particular, we found that the change of surface energy could be a result of surface energy
excess caused by the change in the size and shape factors, as demonstrated by the direct
observation using phase-contrast microscopy.

Keywords: Surface energy, crystal nucleation, induction time, size and shape factors
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1. Introduction

The precipitation of nesquehonite, Mg (HCO3) (OH)•2(H2O) (or MgCO3•3H2O), has recently
attracted the attention of several researchers due to the problems posed to the fields of
mineralogy and geochemistry, and its potential application in industry (e.g. Ferrini et al., 2009;
Zhao et al., 2013).
In both lab and field conditions below 100oC, the precipitation of pure magnesite from
aqueous solution is extremely difficult. During the precipitation, hydrous Mg-carbonate
including nesquehonite typically precipitate first, although the magnesite is a
thermodynamically-stable carbonate-phase at ambient conditions (e.g. Fischbeck and Muller,
1971). The X-ray diffraction and attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy analyses on solids show that the crystals of nesquehonite can naturally
precipitate during the treatment of the magnesium-containing wastewater from mines (e.g.
Hanchen et al, 2008). When exposed to dry heat, the nesquehonite will transform into
hydromagnesite (e.g. Dong et al., 2008) before turning into magnesite. Thus, nesquehonite
has been considered as a possible precursor of stable magnesite (e.g. De Yoreo et al., 2015).
Solving this puzzle may help constrain the pathway in which Mg-carbonates (including
dolomite) would have precipitated from aqueous solutions (e.g. Chang et al., 2004; Buhl et
al., 2007).
Magnesium (Mg) is the second most abundant metal (after sodium) in seawater (e.g. Zhu and
others, 2016). Mg-bearing carbonates occur widely in sedimentary rocks including dolostone
and limestone (e.g. Tucker, 1990). The Mg/Ca ratios and Mg isotope compositions of
carbonates have been evolved as paleoproxies to provide information about paleoenvironments (e.g., Mitsuguchi et al., 1996; Sinclair et al., 1998; Saenger and Wang, 2014).
However, there are still debates regarding the mechanisms in which Mg is incorporated into
Mg-bearing carbonates and how they can affect the interpretation of these proxies (e.g.
Konrad, 2018). A comprehensive study of nesquehonite precipitation may help constrain how
Mg-bearing carbonates precipitate and how the precipitation process affects Mg-based
geochemical proxies.
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Mafic and ultramafic rocks (including peridotite and basalt) contain a high concentration of
Magnesium (Mg). As Mg dissolves into aqueous solutions from rocks, it could combine with
CO32- ions, mostly originated from atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) to form stable Mgcarbonates, which has been proposed as a means to sequester CO2 (e.g. Zhao et al., 2013:
Ferrini et al., 2009; O’ Connor et al., 2005). Moreover, nesquehonite is often a chemical
compound precipitated from brines and salt lakes for Mg-extraction, because nesquehonite is
easier to be filtered and dehydrated compared with Mg salts (e.g. Turek, 2009), and the
precipitation of nesquehonite can also be used to treat industrial and mining wastewater
containing magnesium and some heavy metals (e.g. Zhao et al., 2006). Thus, understanding
factors that control the precipitation rate of nesquehonite is crucial for these potential
applications.
This study focuses on understanding the effect of solution chemistry and crystal shape on the
nucleation of nesquehonite. In this work, a total of 72 experiments were performed to
precipitate nesquehonite under controlled lab conditions in which the Mg2+/CO32- activity
ratio, the saturation state, and the pH value of solution were varied systematically. Our results
demonstrate that the nucleation rate of nesquehonite is a function of the supersaturation and
stoichiometry of the solution. More importantly, this paper shows that nesquehonite
crystallized as a needle shape even in its early stage of nucleation, which has a significant
impact on the calculated surface energy.
An introduction to the thesis is presented in Section 1. Section 2 describes conventional
nucleation theories (CNT). Sections 3 & 4 describe experiments conducted and the results
obtained, respectively. Section 5 presents the discussion, which is finalized with a conclusion
and recommendations for future work.
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2. Mineralogical Properties of Nesquehonite

Nesquehonite is monoclinic (pseudo-orthorhombic) with a space group of P21/m. The unit cell
parameters are as follows: a = 0.7701 nm, b = 0.5365 nm, c = 1.2126 nm; α = 90°, β = 90.41°,
γ = 90°, with a unit-cell volume of 0.500983361 nm3 (Fig. 1., Giester G, Lengauer C L, Rieck
B, 2000)

Figure 1: Unit cell structure of nesquehonite drawn by VESTA (Momma and Izumi, 2011)

Many researchers working on the thermodynamic properties of Mg-carbonates have
concluded that magnesite is the thermodynamically stable mineral phase at ambient
conditions, while nesquehonite and hydromagnesite (Mg5 (CO3)4(OH)2•xH2O where x is
number of waters in the unit cell) are metastable phases (e.g. Königsberger et al., 1999).
However, the precipitation of magnesite from aqueous solution has never been reported, and
only nesquehonite and hydromagnesite have been observed under controlled lab-conditions
or in the field. In fact, hydromagnesite is one of the most abundant Mg-carbonates in nature
(e.g. Fischbeck and Müller, 1971). In the lab, nesquehonite can be synthesized by the
degassing of Mg (HCO3)2 solution (Hopkinson and others, 2008), and nesquehonite was
observed to transform slowly into hydromagnesite (Dong and others, 2008: Hopkinson and
others, 2008). A previous study observed the transformation of nesquehonite to
hydromagnesite in aqueous solution using Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) and
8

Raman Spectroscopy (Hanchen et al, 2008). This suggested that the saturation state of solution
controls the precipitation kinetics of nesquehonite at ambient conditions (e.g. Hänchen et al.,
2008; Davies and Bubela, 1973).
During the precipitation of crystalline solids, the interfacial energy plays an important role on
the nucleation kinetics. For example, an unstable mineral phase with a lower surface energy
could precipitate earlier than the stable one but with a higher surface energy (e.g. De Yoreo et
al., 2015). This can be interpreted by the Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT).

3. Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT)

The nucleation of a crystal is a process in which molecules or atoms in solution are bound to
form a crystal lattice. The classical nucleation theory (CNT) is commonly used to describe
this process. The development of CNT started in the 1920s, based on Gibbs's theory by Volmer
and Weber (1926), Farkas (1927), Becker and D. ring (1935), and Zeldovich (1943), initially
to explain the condensation of vapor in liquid phase. It was perfected by Zeldovich (1943),
Frenkel (1946), Turnbull and Fisher (1949), and Turnbull (1950, 1952). This model has been
continuously expanded and modified for almost 100 years, including being applied to studying
the crystal nucleation processes in a supersaturated solution.
The CNT states that nucleation initiates when crystals with a critical radius form first and then
grow to larger sizes. The size of the critical nucleus correlates with the saturation state of
crystals in the solution and the interfacial energy between crystal and aqueous solution (vd.
surface energy in this thesis). Crystals will nucleate and grow when its chemical potential is
sufficiently high to overcome the energy barrier for the formation of critical nuclei (Fig. 2).
Thus, during the nucleation of crystals, the surface energy plays a significant role (e.g. De
Yoreo et al., 2015).
The surface energy of minerals in aqueous solutions can be affected by many factors,
including temperature, geometry of crystals, solution chemistry, the substrate on which a
mineral precipitates, and whether a homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation process occurs.
9

Surface energy could be measured based on liquid/solid contact angles, in which case certain
parameters including surface reactivities, surface interactions, and surface solubilities have to
be considered (e.g. Volpe, 2004). In this work, we use a light-scattering method to monitor
the variation of solution turbidity with time, from which the induction time of nesquehonite
nucleation and surface energy are extracted. In the following sections, the theory upon which
our experiments were conducted and upon which our data was processed will be described.

3.1.

Nucleation driving force

The driving force for mineral crystallization is defined by the energy difference between ions
in solution and ions in crystal lattice (e.g. Mullin, 2001). Specifically, this difference (Δ 𝜇) in
chemical potential between the solid (𝜇2 ) and solution (𝜇1 ) is described as follows (e.g.
Mullin, 2001):
∆𝜇 = 𝜇2 − 𝜇1

(1)

Here the chemical potential can be written in a standard form as the sum of the standard
chemical potential of pure crystal (μ0) and the energy contribution from solution expressed as
the ionic activity product (K) as follows:
𝜇1 = 𝜇0 + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝐾

(2)

𝜇2 = 𝜇0 + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝐾𝑠𝑝

(3)

Where R is gas constant; T is absolute temperature; and Ksp is solubility product, or ion activity
product when the solution just reaches the supersaturation.
Combining equations (3) and (2) will yield the driving force for crystallization as:
∆𝜇
𝑅𝑇

𝐾

= ln (𝐾𝑠𝑝) = ln Ω

(4)
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where Ω is saturation state. From equation (4), the change in chemical potential is related to
temperature T and saturation state Ω of solution.

3.2.

Thermodynamics of solution

In solution, the ionic activity (ai) is a more effective concentration, and can be written as the
product of concentration of the ion and its activity coefficient (γi, a measurement of the
deviation from ideal solution) as follows:
(5)

𝑎𝑖 = 𝛾𝑖 . 𝑐𝑖

According to the theory of Debye and Huckel in 1923, this deviation may be caused by the
electrostatic interaction among cations and anions, which can be described by an electrical
force field. Thus, the mean activity coefficient (γ±) of an ion i in this force field can be written
as follows:
(𝑣+ )

𝛾± = [𝛾+

1

. 𝛾−(𝑣−) ](𝑣+)+(𝑣−)

(6)

where 𝑣+ is number of moles of ions with positive charges and 𝑣− is number of moles with
negative charges in the solution. Debye and Hückel developed an expression for the mean
activity coefficient γ±, which can be described as follows for the diluted solution:
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝛾𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖2 . 𝐴. √𝐼

(7)

where zi is number of charge; A is proportional constant; I is ionic strength, a measure of the
concentrations of ions in solutions.

3.3. Overview of the Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT)

The thermodynamic description of the CNT is based on the capillary assumption, in which
the Gibbs free energy of any crystal is divided into two components: the surface free energy
11

(ΔGS) and volume free energy (ΔGV). The volume free energy of a crystal is always decreasing
when solution reaches supersaturation since the crystal has lower Gibbs energy than an oversaturated solution. The difference in volume Gibbs free energy between crystal and solution
drives the crystallization of solid crystals (Fig. 2). However, the interface existing between
particles (including atoms, molecules, and clusters) and solution provides additional energy
(positive ΔGS) posing as an energy barrier for crystal nucleation. During nucleation, as the
radius of a crystal increases, the volume free energy of the crystal decreases while the surface
free energy of the crystal increases. When the nucleus radius is less than the critical value
(rcrit), the surface free energy of the crystal dominates and the crystal nucleus is less stable,
therefore no stable crystal nucleus is likely to form. As the nucleus radius becomes larger than
rcrit, the decline in volume free energy will exceed the increase in surface free energy, therefore
the total Gibbs free energy of the nucleation process shall decrease, allowing the
thermodynamically-spontaneous nucleation process to proceed (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Free Gibbs energy diagram for nucleation (e.g. Astrid Odland, 2012)

The CNT suggests that the crystal nucleation rate is affected by several factors including
temperature (T), saturation state (Ω), and interfacial energy (S) (e.g. Mullin and Ang, 1976).
12

At a given temperature, the saturation state of solution and interfacial energy between solid
and solution determine the critical radius of the crystal. As shown in Fig. 2, the smaller the
interface energy, the smaller the critical radius of the crystal, and the greater the possibility of
nucleation. Moreover, as the saturation state of solution increases, the critical size of the
nucleus decreases. When the saturation state of solution is too high and rcritical reaches less than
one growth unit (typically one-unit cell length or width), even an infinitesimal fluctuation of
a physical parameter (e.g. density ρ) will lead to the emergence of a new state. At this point,
the rates of nucleation and growth of the crystal are limited only by the rate of energy or mass
transfer, and eventually the energy barrier nearly disappears. This phenomenon is called
spinodal decomposition, and the boundary between metastable and unsteady phases is called
the Spinoda line (e.g. Kashchiev and Van Rosmalen, 2003).

The nucleation process can generally be categorized into two major types (Fig. 3): 1) primary
nucleation and 2) secondary nucleation. The primary nucleation usually happens in a
supersaturated solution which does not contain crystalline substance (e.g. crystal seeds) while
the secondary nucleation occurs when a supersaturated solution touches crystallized
compounds (e.g. Mullin, 2001). The primary nucleation can further be divided into two types:
1) homogeneous nucleation and 2) heterogeneous nucleation. During the homogeneous
nucleation process, particles in solution continuously move and spontaneously form crystal
embryos as a result of density fluctuation in solution. When the radius of a crystal embryo is
smaller than the critical size, the embryo may be able to continue to attract other molecules to
form bigger crystal nuclei, or they could disintegrate into smaller particles. Only when crystal
embryos grow larger than their critical radius will they grow into stable nuclei (e.g. Sosso et
al., 2016). However, if the solution contains foreign impurities (including substrates) which
reduce interfacial energy, heterogeneous nucleation is more readily to occur due to the lower
energy barrier. Thus, a large number of nucleation processes are heterogeneous nucleation in
nature.
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Figure 3: Mechanism of nucleation

In this study, we are mainly concerned with primary nucleation, particularly homogeneous
nucleation because it helps extract the information about the surface energy.

3.3.1. Relationship between nucleation rate and surface energy
Under the capillary hypothesis, the CNT assumes the total Gibbs energy change of the crystal
(∆G) during nucleation can be written as the sum of excess free surface energy (∆GS) obtained
during nucleation and excess free volume energy between the crystal and its constituent ions
in solution (∆GV), This may be written as follows:
∆G = ∆GS + ∆GV

(8)

During the homogeneous nucleation, if the crystal nucleus consists of n monomers, the Gibbs
free energy (G) of the system can be described as follows (e.g. Wu, 1996) as a function of n:
2

𝐺(𝑛) = −𝑛𝛥𝜇 + 𝜂𝜇𝑛3

(9)

where ∆μ is the difference in chemical potential between solid and solution; n represents
number of monomers; η is related to kBTln (Ω); kB=1.3806488×10-23J/K (Boltzmann constant);
T is absolute temperature; and Ω is saturation state. The CNT also defines the critical nucleus
size nc when 𝐺(𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 ) reaches the maximum. Mathematically, this can be expressed
as follows:
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𝜕𝐺
|
=0
𝜕𝑛 𝑛=𝑛𝑐
Solving this equation, we can get:

𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

2𝜂𝛾 3
=
3𝛥𝜇

(10)

And the maximum Gibbs free energy (i.e. the energy barrier) may be expressed as the
following:
4(𝜂𝛾)3
𝐺(𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 ) =
27𝛥𝜇 2

(11)

Assuming the number of critical nuclei in a unit volume follows the Boltzmann distribution,
it can be written as follows (e.g. White, 2013):
ncritical= Nv exp(−G(ncritical)/kBT)

(12)

The evolution of the nucleus size can be modeled as a Markov process (e.g. Sear, 2012).
During this process, some nuclei with critical size will continue to grow while others might
disintegrate to smaller clusters. The probability for nuclei to grow can be described by an
attachment frequency A. Thus, the total nucleation rate (J, the number of nuclei formed per
volume per unit time) can be written as follows (e.g. White, 2013):

𝐽 = 𝐴𝑁𝑣 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

+)
−𝐺(𝑛+

𝐽 = 𝐴𝑁𝑣 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝐾𝐵 𝑇

−𝐺(𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 )
)
𝐾𝐵 𝑇

(13)

−4(𝜂𝛾)3

) = 𝐴𝑁𝑣 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (27(𝐾

𝐵 𝑇)

3 (𝑙𝑛𝛺)2

)

(14)
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−𝐸

𝐴 = 𝑁 ∗ 𝑒𝑥 (𝐾 𝐴𝑇)
𝐵

(15)

where N* is number of monomers for the critical nuclei. CNT also hypothesizes that
nucleation starts with monomers which attaches with each other to form dimers, trimers, and
etc, in solution. In this study, the smallest monomer studied is assumed to be MgCO3·3H2O
with the size of a unit cell (Fig. 1) for crystal growth. Eq. 15 shows that the attachment
frequency correlates with temperature, because the viscosity of solution increases with
decreasing temperature.

3.3.2. Induction time
After the solution reaches supersaturation, it will take some time before any crystal can be
observed. This time elapsed is called ‘induction time’. A quantitative description of induction
time can be derived from CNT which relates the surface energy of crystals to the nucleation
rate as shown in Fig. 4 adopted from Wu (1996).

Figure 4: Relationship between induction time and nucleation rate (Wu, 1996)
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Figure 4, supported by observations from many experiments (e.g. Wu, 1996), shows the
change of nucleus density and nucleation rate (the first derivative of the nucleus density) as a
function of time immediately after the solution reaches supersaturation. This figure also shows
that after some time, the nucleation rate becomes a constant. The extrapolation of this linear
increase back to the baseline of nucleus density will reach a time when nucleus density is zero.
This time L is the induction time. Thus, the nucleation rate can be written as follows:
𝑁(𝑡) ∼ 𝐽 𝑠 × (𝑡 − 𝐿)

(16)

where N (t) is number of nucleus clusters observed per unit volume. When t < L, N(t) = 0. Wu
(1996) derived a theoretical evaluation of L as follows:
∞

𝐽

𝐿 = ∫0 (1 − 𝐽𝑠 ) 𝑑𝑡

(17)

In this work, we used this method to extract the induction time from turbidity data.

3.3.3. Relationship between induction time and surface energy
One of the most important goals of this study is to understand what factors can affect surface
energy of nesquehonite in aqueous solution. Based on the CNT, previous studies established
a simple relationship between induction time and surface energy, in which the induction time
may be represented by the following equation (e.g. Kashchiev and Van Rosmalen, 2003;
Kubota et al., 2014):
1

𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝐽𝑉

(18)

where V is volume of the crystallization system, and J is nucleation rate.
Combining equations (15), (16) and (18) will yield the following expression for the
induction time:
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𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑 ) = 27𝑘

4𝑎3 𝛾3
3
2
𝐵 𝑇 (𝑙𝑛𝛺)

𝐸

𝑁𝑣

+ 𝑘 𝐴𝑇 − 𝑙𝑛 (𝑉𝑁 ∗ 𝑣 𝑁
𝐵

𝑑𝑒𝑡

(19)

)

where kB is Boltzmann constant; a is shape factor; γ is surface energy of nucleus.
Eq. (19) clearly indicates that at a constant T, a plot of 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑 ) versus (𝑙𝑛𝛺)−2 yields a
straight line. In homogeneous nucleation, the slope of the line is determined by the interfacial
energy between crystal and solution. Equation (19) also indicates that the surface energy
derived from the CNT is not related to the detection sensitivity.

3.3.4. Heterogeneous Nucleation
Heterogeneous nucleation can occur on foreign particles, which act as substrate. It happens
more frequently than homogeneous nucleation in nature because the foreign particles can help
to reduce the interfacial energy between crystal and solution. In Fig. 5, when the interfacial
tensions among substrate, liquid, and crystal reach an equilibrium, the following relationship
will hold:

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑐 =

𝛾𝑠𝑙 − 𝛾𝑐𝑠
𝛾𝑐𝑙

(20)

where 𝛾𝑐𝑙 is interfacial tension between solid surface (s) and liquid (l); 𝛾𝑐𝑠 is interfacial tension
between crystal and foreign solid surface; 𝛾𝑐𝑙 is interfacial tension between liquid and crystal;
and θc is wetting angle. The critical free energy in heterogeneous nucleation reaches the same
critical free energy as in a homogeneous nucleation system when the total wetting occurs at θ
= 180° (e.g. Mullin, 2001).
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Figure 5: Wetting angle θc (e.g. Astrid Odland, 2012)

The maximum Gibbs free energy change during heterogeneous nucleation can be derived, and
linked to the homogeneous nucleation by a factor of φ(θ), as follows:
∆𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑟 = 𝜑∆𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,ℎ𝑜𝑚

(21)

where φ is a function of wetting angle assuming a spherical cap:

𝜑=

1
(2 +𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 )(1 −𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 )2
4

(22)

Thus, equations used to describe the nucleation rate for homogeneous nucleation (i.e. Eqs. 16
through 19) can also be applied to study the heterogeneous nucleation by incorporating an
additional parameter φ, which is a function of θ.

4. Experiments

Our experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 6. All experiments were performed in ~3.5 ml
optically-clear polystyrene cuvettes. A total of 72 experiments were conducted with different
solution stoichiometry. All experiments were repeated at least once to check the
19

reproducibility of turbidity data determined by light scattering method, and the measured
induction time. During each experiment, temperature and pH value of the solution were
continuously monitored. The temperature of our experiments was controlled at 20°C

4.1. Experimental Material
All chemical reagents used in these experiments were analytical grade. The magnesium
chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2·6H2O) and sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) used in the
experiments were >99% analytical pure agents from Sigma-Aldrich Company, and the sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) was >99% analytical pure chemical compound from Loudwole. In
addition, ultrapure Milli-Q water (~18.2 MΩ•cm) was used during the entire experimental
work for dilution and solution-making.
The nesquehonite nucleation experiments were performed by mixing MgCl2, NaHCO3, and
NaOH solutions. The MgCl2 stock solution (solution A, ~0.6002 m) was made by dissolving
~73.293 gram of MgCl2. 6H2O in ~561.7 gram of water. Solution B was made by mixing a
certain amount of ~0.5 m of NaHCO3 and ~0.5 m of NaOH stock solutions.

4.2. Experimental Setup
The instrumental setup (in Fig. 6) includes a halogen lamp to provide the light source, an
optical fiber to transmit the light, a cuvette where precipitation takes place, a CCD
spectrometer to collect the light spectrum between 450-900 nm passing through solution, a
pH meter, a thermometer, and magnetic stirring station continuously rotating at ~750 rpm.
The induction time of nesquehonite nucleation in this research was determined by lightscattering method.
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Figure 6: Experimental apparatus for turbidity measurement during nesquehonite precipitation

4.3. Experimental procedure

Before each precipitation experiment, solution A (MgCl2) and solution B (NaHCO3+NaOH)
were made by diluting batches of high concentration stock solutions. The amount of MgCl2
in solution A and NaHCO3 + NaOH in solution B were adjusted to log (Mg2+/CO32-) activity
ratios between -0.28 and 1.53 and saturation state (Ω) between 1.88 and 5. The exact dilution
factor was calculated by IPhreeqc (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013). After solutions A and B were
made, they were stored in capped cuvettes for 20-30 minutes near the experimental apparatus
to equilibrate the solution temperature with the ambient environment which was continuously
monitored by a thermometer. The solution temperature of the test set was controlled at 20°C
in this set of experiments. For any individual experiment, the temperature fluctuation was
usually controlled within ± 0.2°C. The precipitation experiment started as solution B was
quickly added into solution A by pouring or injection using a syringe. This normally took less
than 3 seconds, and the CCD began to record the transmitted light out of the optical fiber and
through the solution of ~3.5 ml optically-clear polystyrene cuvettes. When small crystals
formed, some light was scattered, decreasing the intensity of the transmitted light. The
solution turbidity also increased. Over the course of our experiments, the solution was
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continuously stirred at ~750 rpm. Before each experiment, a transmitted-light baseline for the
transparent solution was measured, and the pH probe was calibrated by Orion pH standard
solutions at pH = ~ 4.01, 7.00, and 10.01 at 25oC.
During nucleation, the temperature and pH were continuously recorded. Once the solution
became turbid, a small droplet of solution samples was extracted with a pipette. To determine
the crystal growth and the shape throughout the time, this step was repeated many times when
running experiments. After the extraction of liquid samples, they were observed with a phase
contrast microscope (Nikon Eclipse E600 Fluorescence) connected to a computer. This step
represents an important part of our study.

4.4. Determination of induction time

The induction time is defined as the time elapsed after the solution achieves supersaturation
and before the appearance of any nucleus in solution. The induction time in this research was
determined using the turbidity method, which is convenient and sensitive to detect the crystal
nuclei in solutions.
Induction time of crystal nucleation is dependent on many factors including temperature,
agitation rate, saturation state, availability of foreign particles, and viscosity of solution (e.g.,
Mullin, 2001). It typically consists of three particular time periods (as shown in Fig. 7): 1) the
relaxation time during which the quasi-steady-state distribution of the particles is realized (tr);
2) the time for a stable nucleus to form (tn); and 3) the time needed for the nucleus to grow to
a detectable size (tg):
tind = tr + tn + tg

(23)

The different time periods contributing to the induction time (tind) in equation (23) are depicted
in Fig. 7 in the pH-time space. During carbonate precipitation, the bicarbonate ion will turn
into a carbonate ion and release CO2 leading to a pH decrease.
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Figure 7: The induction time (tind) in the pH-time space after (e.g. Astrid Odland, 2012)

Because the mixing time is generally less than 5 seconds, based on the stabilization time
measured by pH variation and turbidity in solution, the mixing time can be in general ignored
(i.e. tr is much smaller than tn):

tind = tn + tg

(24)

In our experiment, the pH variation during nucleation is small due to the buffering effect of
CO32--HCO32-, while the turbidity change is sensitive enough to measure the induction time
precisely.
If the turbidity of the solution is corresponding to the number density of nuclei in the solution,
the induction time can be obtained from the turbidity measurement. An example of induction
time determination using the turbidity method is shown in Fig. 8. When no crystal nucleus is
observed, the turbidity is at the baseline. As nucleation starts, light is scattered in all directions
following Rayleigh scattering (e.g. Huff, k., et al 2012), and the intensity of the transmitted
light through solution decreases. The turbidity of the solution increases which can be recorded
by the CCD spectrometer. The light transmittance data is then converted to turbidity of the
solution.
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Fig. 8 presents turbidity data for experiment NV8-2 as an example. Initially, the turbidity
changes little before any nucleus forms. Then, the turbidity increases exponentially until it
varies almost linearly with time. In this study, the induction time is defined as the time when
the extrapolation of this linear trend meets the baseline, similar to the induction time analysis
by Wu (1996) as shown in Fig. 8. In this case, the induction time can be estimated to be 1225.3
± 0.8 seconds. In this work, a Matlab program is used to calculate the induction time from
turbidity or pH data, as well as the relative error, which is typically less than 0.5% (Fig. 8). In
our experiments we used 750 nm wavelengths for the induction time calculation because this
wave length yields induction time results with minimal errors.

Figure 8: The turbidity data from experiment NV8-2 versus time
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Figure 9: Relationship between pH and total Mg, the supersaturation (Ω) and log(aMg2+/aCO32-) activity ratio contours
were generated using the Geochemical code, IPhreeqc (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013). Each dot in the figure is the
composition of the actual experiments

5. Results
5.1

The experimental conditions

Table 1. lists the experimental results including the initial pH, temperature, total
concentrations of C, Na, Mg, CO32-, HCO3-, the calculated log (aMg2+/aCO32-), saturation
state (Ω), and induction time. The initial pH value of the solution varies between 8.14 and
9.8, and temperature varies between 19.6 and 21.4 degrees Celsius. The variation of total
C is small between 0.19 mol/kgs and 0.2 mol/kgs while the Ω varies between 1.88 and 5.1
and the induction time varies between 303.2 s and 3151.4 s.
Projecting our data onto the space of pH and total magnesium in solution (Fig. 9) shows that
all our nucleation experiments were conducted in the field of nesquehonite. The stability fields
of nesquehonite and hydromagnesite were calculated using (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013) and
Pitzer model for calculating activity coefficient given total carbonate concentration of m = 0.2
mol/kgs. During the calculation, the input parameters include total Mg, total Na, total Cl, total
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C in molality (mol/kg), solution pH, and temperature. In Fig. 9, the black contours represent
constant saturation states (Ωnesquehonite) relative to nesquehonite, the blue contours are relative
to log (aMg2+/aCO32−) activity ratios, and the red contours represent constant saturation states
(Ωmagnesite) relative to magnesite.

Figure 10: The relationship between ln(tind) versus (𝑙𝑛𝛺)−2 ).

5.2.

The induction time and surface energy

Our results in general are consistent with the CNT. Figs. 10 shows that 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑 ) linearly
correlate with (𝑙𝑛𝛺)−2 with a slope of 0.78, and R2 = 0.82, in agreement with the prediction
by equation 19 when the temperature is almost constant. According to the CNT, these
differences in slopes reflect that solution chemistry controls surface energy (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11: ln tind and (lnΩ)-2 measured by each experimental group after grouping by activity ratios
relationship according to the linear relationship of each group, in consistent with classical nucleation
theory. Specific equations for each group

In our experiment, the logarithm of activity ratio of magnesium ions and carbonate ions log
(aMg2+/aCO3) varies between -0.28 and 1.53, which can be grouped into four groups C, D, E
and F, each of which has a constant log (aMg2+/aCO32−) activity ratio but varying saturation
states (Ωnesquehonite) relative to nesquehonite (Fig. 11). Using equation 19 and assuming a
spherical shape of nuclei as suggested in Zhu et a. (2016), the surface energy of the
nesquehonite in each group can be calculated and shown in Table 2.

5.3. The crystal shape observation
Equation 19 shows that the surface energy is proportional to the slope of the correlation
between 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑 ) and (𝑙𝑛𝛺)−2, which is also a function of temperature and a shape factor (a).
Previous studies argue that the shape factor during nesquehonite nucleation is more likely to
be spherical (e.g. Zhu et al., 2016). In this study, we observed the shape of the crystal during
nucleation using a phase-contrast microscope.
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Fig. 12 shows the turbidity change with time (upper panel) and shape of nesquehonite crystals
at the selected time (lower panel) for experiment NV8-2. The induction time of this
experiment is 1225.3 ± 0.8 seconds. At a time longer than 1920 seconds, the crystal shape is
needle-shaped, which agrees with the observation by Zhu et al. (2016) using electronmicroscopy on solids filtered from the solution after experiments. More importantly, it shows
that at ~1140 seconds when a few μL samples were taken, 85 seconds before the induction
time when the turbidity started to increase significantly, the shape of nuclei had already been
needle shaped. Similar results have been obtained during other experiments, suggesting the
needle-shaped crystals occur before the induction time. As time elapses, the nesquehonite
needles grow longer and wider (~1-2 μm long at ~1140 seconds and ~2-3 μm long at ~1920
seconds). This has a profound effect on the surface energy calculation.
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Figure 12: The turbidity data from experiment NV8-2 versus time matches with the images collected from Phase Contrast
Microscope

Figure : The relationship between ln (tind) versus (lnΩ)-2 for groups C, D, E, and F
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6 Discussion
6.1 Solution chemistry and surface energy
Zhu et al. (2016) suggest solution chemistry, including saturation state (Ω) and 𝒂𝑴𝒈𝟐+ /𝒂𝑪𝑶𝟐−
𝟑

strongly affect the induction time and surface energy of nesquehonite. Our results show a
similar trend between the slope (in the correlation between 𝒍𝒏(𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒅 ) and (𝒍𝒏𝜴)−𝟐, Fig. 13) or
surface energy (Fig. 14) and log(𝒂𝑴𝒈𝟐+ /𝒂𝑪𝑶𝟐− ). The slope and surface energy increase with
𝟑

increasing log (𝒂𝑴𝒈𝟐+ /𝒂𝑪𝑶𝟐− ).
𝟑

Figure 13: Comparison of the slopes with previous study (Zhu et al., 2016) as a function of log (a Mg2+/a CO 32-
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Figure 14: Comparison of the surface energy with previous study (Zhu et al., 2016) as a function of log (a Mg2+/a CO 32- )
assuming spherical shape

Chen Zhu et al. (2016) explained this relationship from two points of view. The first point of
view considers energetics which indicate a lower energy barrier for transferring from solution
to solid. The second point of view considers kinetics which states that for the crystallization,
the change in surface energy during nucleation of nesquehonite may be related to the ions in
the solution. When the surface absorbs ions in the solution, it will cause different degrees of
surface energy changes. An increase in the concentration of CO32- in the solution may cause
the surface of the particle to absorb negative ions, resulting in a decrease in surface energy.
The effect of Mg

2+

on the surface energy is opposite to that of CO32-. Since Mg2+ is tightly

bound to the water molecules around it, Mg2+ and water complexes prevent other cations from
entering the surface site of nesquehonite and increase the surface energy accordingly.
However, our slope results are smaller than those in previous studies by almost a factor of 2
given the same log (a Mg2+/a CO32- ). Assuming a spherical crystal shape, the calculated
surface energy (Fig. 14) is also different between this study and Zhu et al. (2016). Several
possible causes could be considered to explain these discrepancies. First, our experiments
were conducted at ~20oC while experiments by Zhu et al. (2016) were at 25oC. Theoretical
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and experimental studies show interfacial energy between liquid and solid typically decreases
with increasing temperature. This is opposite to our observation. Second, Zhu et al. (2016)
uses a spectroscopic method similar to ours but a different method to extract induction time.
It is very likely that this is the cause of the difference

6.2.

Crystal shape factor development during nucleation

Another very important variable to affect the surface energy calculation is the shape factor.
Shape factor provides a link between the surface area and volume of a crystal, as shown below:
𝑆 = 𝑎 × 𝑉 2/3

(25)

𝑆/𝑉 = 𝑎/𝑉 1/3

(26)

where S is surface and V is volume of a crystal. As the shape of the monomer varies, the shape
factor can change significantly: for example, a = 4.84 for sphere, a = 6 for cube, a = 7.21 for
tetrahedron, and a = 5.72 for octahedron. Because the surface energy increases with surface
area, this prohibits nucleation while the Gibbs energy increasing with volume, promotes
nucleation. Shape factor a reflects how easy the crystal can nucleate, i.e., if a is big, it will
take a bigger crystal to overcome the surface tension and nucleate. Typically, shape factor for
a sphere is the smallest, and therefore, spherical crystals will be easier to grow. As the crystal
grows and volume increases, the surface area to volume ratio will converge to zero, and
therefore, the surface energy becomes insignificant

Figure 15: Crystal lattice parameters of one-unit cell
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In our monoclinic prismatic crystal of nesquehonite, a = 5.365 nm, b = 7.701 nm, and c =
12.126 nm; α = 90°, β = 90.41°, γ = 90°, with a unit-cell volume of 0.500983361 nm3 (Figs.
1 and 2., Giester G, Lengauer C L, Rieck B, 2000). For the unit cell of nesquehonite, the shape
factor can be calculated as follows:

𝑎=

2(𝑎𝑏 + 𝑏𝑐 + 𝑐𝑎)
2

= 6.33

(𝑎𝑏𝑐)3
This shape factor is about 1.31 times of that assuming a spherical shape.
To illustrate the effect of crystal shape, we explored how the crystal shape affects the shape
factor for nesquehonite. We expand the unit cell in space (3D), on a plane (2D), or on a line
(1D). Fig. 16 shows the evolution of the shape factor when unit cells are stacked along the c
axis only (curve B) and along the ab plane (curve A). As more unit cells are stacked, the shape
factor increases. More interestingly, it shows that the shape factor is significantly higher for
stacking unit cells along the c-axis than for stacking unit cells along the ab plane, suggesting
stacking unit cells along the ab plane is more preferable during the nucleation of nesquehonite.
However, our observation using the phase contrast microscope shows that the crystal habits
are mainly needle-shaped with a preferred growth direction along the c-axis. This paradox can
be explained if the surface energy on (0,0,1) is significantly higher than that on the (1,0,0) or
(0,1,0) plane. Moreover, the hypothesis for nucleating spherical crystals might not be valid
since stacking monoclinic unit cells of nesquehonite into a sphere will inevitably leave bumpy
surfaces which will increase the surface energy.
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Figure : XXXXX

Figure 16: Crystal growth of unit cell to c direction (Curve B) and ab plane (Curve A)
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6.3.

Shape factor and Surface Energy of Nesquehonite

Due to the lack of experimental observation, the initial nuclei shape during nucleation of
nesquehonite has been assumed to be spherical (e.g. Zhu et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2013). This
study provides a direct observation at the initial stage of nucleation, when nesquehonite
crystals already have a needle shape. The shape factor of spherical nuclei is 4.84. If we assume
the individual monomer is the unit cell, the shape factor of the needle shaped nuclei would be
6.33. Using this value, we can recalculate the surface energy of nesquehonite during initial
nucleation (Fig. 17). The result is shown in Table 3. It shows the surface energy is reduced by
a factor of about 1.3 due to the presence of needle-shaped nuclei.

Figure 17: Calculated surface energy assuming spherical shape and the needle shape

Moreover, the modeling of the shape factor evolution during nucleation suggests that the
surface energy on the (001) plane is significantly larger than on the (010) and (110) planes.
Thus, the surface energy measured using the induction time method shall represents the
average surface energy on (010) and (110) planes.
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7 Conclusion and Future Works

In conclusion, the experimental results of the nucleation process show that analyses based on
turbidity provides more accurate estimation of the induction time in comparison with analysis
based on pH data. At a given activity ratio, log (𝑎𝑀𝑔2+ /𝑎𝐶𝑂32− ), the nucleation induction
time (𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑 ) is consistent with the classical nucleation theory. Also, the change of surface
energy derived from classical nucleation theory (CNT) is correlated with the activity ratio.
This change in surface energy is explained by the effect of solution chemistry and shape
factors of nanoparticles. From our results, we conclude that when log activity ratio is around
zero, the nucleation is faster and critical nuclei have a needle shape.
The experimental data of this research show that the surface energy varies with different
solution compositions and saturation states during nucleation in aqueous solution. This
observation can be analyzed based on previous work which confirmed that the values of
surface energy decrease with an increase in temperature or an increase in particle size or a
change in particle shape. However, in our research, the temperature was held constant +/20℃. Therefore, in this case the increase or decrease of the size of the particle and its change
in shape may be the main factors responsible for the variation of the surface energy. The
previous experimental research regarding mineral carbonate precipitation shows the
supersaturation of the particle is not often high, and thus surface energy will have significant
effect on the nucleation. As such, the experimental results show how important the mineral
interface is when the supersaturation is low, and we learned that the interface has a great
impact in the nucleation process. However, there is currently no accurate quantitative model
for the thermodynamic and kinetic effects of the surface energy changes on the mineral
nucleation process. It is believed that through intensive experimental research and data
analysis, new accurate models of a mineral carbonate phase diagram can be developed given
the classical nucleation theory and the surface energy thermodynamic system.
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Annex
Table 1: Experimental conditions for the experiments with varying stoichiometry
pH
initial

T
o

C

C
mol/kgs

Na
mol/kgs

Mg
mol/kgs

CO3

HCO3-

Log

mol/k

mol/kg

(a Mg2+/a

gs

s

CO32)

Ω

T

ln(Ω)^-

ln(t)

2

s

Ne_Exp_C_8.6

9.709

20.90

0.188

0.292

0.018

0.079

0.085

-0.76

3.65

303.2

0.60

5.71

Ne_Exp_C_5.4

9.859

20.90

0.184

0.298

0.016

0.091

0.070

-0.91

3.48

1007.2

0.64

6.91

Ne_Exp_C_7.7

9.687

20.90

0.185

0.284

0.018

0.075

0.086

-0.74

3.54

721.1

0.63

6.58

Ne_Exp_C_6.6

9.598

21.00

0.194

0.290

0.019

0.072

0.099

-0.66

3.49

431.0

0.64

6.07

Ne_Exp_C_9.7

9.549

20.90

0.184

0.272

0.020

0.064

0.097

-0.57

3.58

721.7

0.62

6.58

Ne_Exp_C_7.3

9.339

20.60

0.159

0.218

0.022

0.039

0.100

-0.38

3.10

631.6

0.78

6.45

Ne_Exp_C_3.2

9.259

20.50

0.161

0.212

0.020

0.035

0.109

-0.36

2.61

981.3

1.09

6.89

Ne_Exp_C_6.3

9.304

20.60

0.161

0.217

0.022

0.038

0.104

-0.34

3.04

618.6

0.81

6.43

Ne_Exp_C_4.2

9.251

20.20

0.162

0.214

0.022

0.035

0.109

-0.31

2.71

726.9

1.00

6.59

Ne_Exp_C_11

9.237

21.00

0.168

0.226

0.027

0.036

0.110

-0.17

3.41

483.3

0.00

6.18

Ne_Exp_C_12.3

9.161

20.90

0.191

0.251

0.029

0.038

0.131

-0.06

3.29

659.3

0.70

6.49

Ne_Exp_C_14.3

9.249

20.80

0.191

0.261

0.033

0.044

0.120

-0.05

4.04

498.7

0.51

6.21

Ne_Exp_C_13.3

9.204

20.70

0.191

0.257

0.032

0.041

0.126

-0.05

3.65

566.9

0.60

6.34

Ne_Exp_C_10.3

9.082

20.60

0.163

0.208

0.028

0.027

0.118

-0.02

2.85

927.9

0.91

6.83

Ne_Exp_C_5.3

8.997

20.20

0.163

0.200

0.025

0.023

0.126

-0.01

2.20

1045.2

1.60

6.95

Ne_Exp_C_11.2

8.912

20.30

0.164

0.200

0.033

0.020

0.128

0.22

2.50

947.9

1.19

6.85

Ne_Exp_C_8.3

8.726

21.40

0.191

0.220

0.032

0.018

0.160

0.35

1.88

2919.3

2.53

7.98

Ne_Exp_D_4

9.068

20.60

0.170

0.219

0.035

0.028

0.120

0.09

3.36

568.1

0.68

6.34

Ne_Exp_D_12

9.240

20.80

0.158

0.225

0.046

0.034

0.092

0.16

5.11

304.5

0.38

5.72

Ne_Exp_D_7

9.031

20.30

0.168

0.215

0.037

0.026

0.121

0.19

3.29

450.1

0.70

6.11

Ne_Exp_D_5

8.996

20.60

0.169

0.213

0.036

0.025

0.124

0.20

3.13

580.1

0.77

6.36

Ne_Exp_D_9

9.043

20.70

0.170

0.220

0.040

0.027

0.119

0.22

3.67

435.1

0.59

6.08

Ne_Exp_D_1

8.899

20.90

0.171

0.208

0.033

0.021

0.134

0.22

2.53

985.5

1.16

6.89

Ne_Exp_D_3

8.920

20.70

0.172

0.211

0.034

0.022

0.132

0.23

2.67

811.7

1.04

6.70

Ne_Exp_D_8

9.011

20.50

0.170

0.218

0.039

0.026

0.122

0.23

3.40

421.0

0.67

6.04

Ne_Exp_D_13

9.142

20.90

0.172

0.238

0.051

0.034

0.107

0.28

5.03

334.3

0.38

5.81

Ne_Exp_D_11

9.010

20.80

0.174

0.225

0.044

0.027

0.122

0.30

3.79

394.5

0.56

5.98

Ne_Exp_D_1.2

8.732

20.40

0.172

0.200

0.036

0.016

0.143

0.43

2.01

2172.6

2.04

7.68
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Ne_Exp_E_1

8.729

19.60

0.173

0.200

0.036

0.015

0.145

0.44

1.91

3151.5

2.38

8.06

Ne_Exp_E_3

8.736

19.60

0.172

0.200

0.038

0.016

0.142

0.46

2.02

2511.7

2.03

7.83

Ne_Exp_E_4.2

8.810

20.70

0.164

0.200

0.049

0.018

0.127

0.53

3.05

1271.7

0.80

7.15

Ne_Exp_E_5.3

8.627

20.50

0.169

0.201

0.066

0.014

0.136

0.87

2.88

917.4

0.90

6.82

Ne_Exp_E_6.3

8.610

20.00

0.168

0.201

0.080

0.015

0.133

1.00

3.17

788.9

0.75

6.67

Ne_Exp_E_7.2

8.518

20.20

0.169

0.202

0.096

0.013

0.136

1.20

3.18

1499.1

0.75

7.31

Ne_Exp_E_8.2

8.473

20.20

0.169

0.202

0.111

0.013

0.135

1.33

3.31

1186.2

0.70

7.08

Ne_Exp_E_11.5

8.209

20.90

0.176

0.203

0.163

0.011

0.147

1.79

2.87

1587.2

0.90

7.37

Ne_Exp_E_13.4

8.250

19.90

0.173

0.203

0.177

0.012

0.141

1.81

3.10

779.7

0.78

6.66

Ne_Exp_E_12.4

8.195

20.30

0.174

0.202

0.180

0.011

0.144

1.87

2.89

934.3

0.89

6.84

Ne_Exp_E_14.4

8.144

20.20

0.174

0.203

0.210

0.011

0.144

2.01

2.95

1208.1

0.85

7.10

Ne_Exp_F_4.3

8.504

20.30

0.172

0.214

0.147

0.017

0.128

1.48

4.25

445.6

0.48

6.10

Ne_Exp_F_3.2

8.466

20.80

0.172

0.212

0.146

0.016

0.131

1.50

4.09

511.8

0.50

6.24

Ne_Exp_F_2.1

8.440

20.70

0.171

0.209

0.143

0.015

0.133

1.51

3.84

523.5

0.55

6.26

Ne_Exp_F_7.3

8.494

20.10

0.174

0.219

0.163

0.018

0.128

1.56

4.41

464.2

0.45

6.14

Ne_Exp_F_9.2

8.516

20.60

0.173

0.223

0.177

0.019

0.123

1.59

4.95

354.7

0.39

5.87

Table 2: Surface free energy, ϒ calculated from the slope assuming spherical nuclei shape

T

slop

T(K)

ϒmj/m2

log
(aMg2+/aCO32-)

Group C

20.73

0.7429

293.88

5.74

-0.28429

Group D

20.65

1.1866

293.80

6.71

0.10

Group E

20.19

0.6432

293.34

6.79

1.21

Group F

20.50

2.4218

293.65

8.51

1.53

Table 3: Surface free energy, γ calculated from the slope assuming needle shape

T

γ mJ/m2

log (aMg2+/aCO32-)

slop

T(K)

Group C 20.73

0.7429

293.88

4.39

-0.28429

Group D 20.65

1.1866

293.80

5.13

0.10

Group E 20.19

0.6432

293.34

4.18

1.21

Group F

2.4218

293.65

6.50

1.53

20.50
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Table 4: List of symbols

Nominations
A

Shape factor of nuclei

𝑎𝑖

Activity of species i

𝐴

Surface area

𝐷

Dielectric constant of water, 78.5 at 298K

𝐸𝐴

Energy barrier for monomer attachment

𝑒

Elementary electric charge,1.602 × 10−19 , C

𝐹

Faraday constant, 96485.33, C/mol

𝐺

Gibbs free energy

𝐺𝑠

Gibbs free energy of nuclei with size 𝑛

𝐺(𝑛)

Gibbs free energy of surface space

ℎ

Planck constant, 6.62606957× 1034 ,J•s

𝐼

Ionic strength

ߡ𝐼𝑖

Intensity differences between two light beams

𝐼𝐴𝑃

Ionic product

𝐽

Nucleation rate
39

𝐾𝑖

Intrinsic stability constant of surface reaction i

𝐾𝑠𝑝

Solubility product

𝑘𝐵

Boltzmann constant, 1.380 6488× 1023 , J/K

𝑙𝑛

Napierian logarithms

𝑙𝑜𝑔

logarithms in base 10

𝑁𝐴

Avogadro constant, 6.022141 1023 , 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

𝑁𝑑𝑒𝑡

Number detection limit of induction time measurement method

𝑁𝑣

Number of monomers per unit volume of the nuclei, 𝑚−3

𝑁∗

Number of monomers near the critical nuclei

𝑛

Number of monomers or species

𝑛++

Number of monomers in critical nuclei

𝑅

Ideal gas constant, 8.3144621, J/(K•mol)

𝑟

Distance from origin point in spherical coordinates

𝑟0

Radius of spherical particle

𝑇

Temperature, K

𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑
𝑉

Nucleation induction time, s
Volume of crystallization system

40

𝑥

Distance to charged surface

𝑧𝑖

Valence of surface species 𝑖

𝛤

Surface density of absorbate, mol/𝑚2

𝛾

Surface energy of nuclei, mJ/𝑚2

𝛾0

Structural surface energy, mJ/𝑚2

𝜀0

Vacuum permittivity, 8.854187817620 × 10−12 , C/(V•m)

𝜇

Chemical potential

𝜎

Charge density, C/𝑚2

𝜎0

Surface charge density , C/𝑚2

𝑣

Fundamental frequency, 𝑣 = 𝑘𝐵 T/ℎ−1

𝑣0

Volume per molecule in nesquehonite, 1.249× 10−28 𝑚3

𝜓

Electrical potential, V

𝜓0

Electrical potential on particle surface, V

𝛺

Saturation state of nesquehonite

𝑘

Debye length
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